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HELLO AND WELCOME!
Welcome to The Saturn Planetary Economic
Development Company!
We’re glad to have you with us on our exciting journey
into the future of stellar development.
You are part of a crew of intrepid Development and
Research OperatioN Experts or D.R.O.N.E.s! You will
live, work, and exist upon this Class 3 Norwich star
ship,
the _________________________.
As a D.R.O.N.E., you are responsible for
maintenance, upkeep, and scrubbing on the ship, in
order to ensure the command staff (also called
Executive Leadership and InTelligencEs or
E.L.I.T.E.s) can perform their duties without hassle!
You are part of a crew numbering 1,503! What an
exciting, bustling, and happening place! Members of
the crew receive Rank Designations, representing
their authority and shift aboard the ship.
You are rank
_____________________________
(1497+[rng1-6])
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Your shift name and duties are:
Ref. 1
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Polyhedral Ref.
Number

Shi� Name

1

Zeta

2

Violet

3

Winston

4

Surrey

5

Midnight

6

Gremlin

Responsibility
Cleaning out the
food dispensers
Maintaining the
E.L.I.T.E.s private
bathrooms
Monitoring the
automated doors
to ensure they
close and open
appropriately
Cleaning the inship cinema
between show
Maintenance
drone repair and
happiness assessor
AR hospitality and
recrea�on room
cleaning

We are excited to see you perform your duties to the
perfection the Saturn Planetary Economic
Development Company expects!

As a note: please keep this manual handy at all times
for reference and cataloging your experiences upon
the ship. Upon the end of your journey, you will turn
this file into Human Resources and Employee
Assessment for analysis.
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Self-Assessment
During training, we will help you practice and perfect
your required tasks. First, let us start with a general
self-assessment and identity recognition exercise. We
refer to this paperwork internally as a “Character
Ident” and goes into your permanent file.
Answer the following questions.
My name is:
______________________________
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I possess the core talents of:
______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

The company employs various artificial life forms.
Please answer the following questions (please note
that current science tells us that the answer cannot be
yes to both):

Are you a mechanoid?

Yes // No

Are you a clone?

Yes // No

T.E.S.T.s
We assign and assess each member of the crew
based on the performance of their duties. This
assessment is called a Task Expertise StatisTic or
T.E.S.T.
A T.E.S.T. is comprised of three core steps, developed
in-house by The Saturn Planetary Economic
Development Company’s best employee morale
officers.
First, when you attempt to complete your work, we will
assign the work a difficulty rating based on the
historical performance of the average employee in
completing this task. We generally rate this at a nine.
Second, we take into account your core talents. If you
are deemed by your Shift Officer to be talented in this
area, we lower the assessed difficulty of the T.E.S.T.
to a seven.
Then, we rate your performance on a 2-12 scale. If
you equal or exceed the assessed difficulty of your
task or duty, we consider the T.E.S.T. to successfully
completed to corporate satisfaction! Wonderful!
If you score below the difficulty, we suggest speaking
with your Shift Officer, who will determine the outcome
and penalty for such a failure, though a spirited
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discussion and negotiation is healthy for all involved.

Human Resources
Throughout your time on your ship, you might
encounter strange or alien technology, items that defy
logic, or accomplish unusual effects.
Please catalog them below, along with their effects.
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Below is a list of inappropriate words that we expect
xlk (either the
“sha” or “za”
plurkinhead
kwivin’
pronunciation are
blurhshole
zmeggin

hibbirarse
jummer

inappropriate)
mullhead
bimdiot

you not to use while performing your duties.
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Demerits
When you expose yourself to harm, cause a significant problem
for the ship, or fail too many T.E.S.T.s, you gain a demerit.
If you ever have more than five demerits, you must take a brief
respite from your du�es un�l otherwise noted. Your Shi� Officer
will inform you when you can return to duty.
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Thank you!
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